In the second part of The Art of Theatre (the first presentation of the evolution of theatre aesthetics written by a Romanian author), George Banu highlights the dynamic essence of the performance, without excluding the existence of referential terms that structure its manifestations on the whole. The author calls them "means of communication that were imposed at the time", means that start from a unitary significance given to the theatrical act. This significance is, according to George Banu, affiliated to a certain aesthetics, formulated with the help of historical determinations specific to theatre or emerged from each personality's particularity.
diachronically reported against different representative historical and stylistic periods.
Setting the functional elements in the performance area and the theoretical and conceptual substantiation of the forms of theatre performance represented the content of the 2 nd part of the volume The Art of Theatre 1 . The book reveals the evolution of theatre aesthetics from the beginnings until today, and it is the first attempt in our country to systematically cover the evolution of aesthetic thinking about theatre. It is accompanied by an anthology of theoretical texts about the art of theatre, thanks to actors, directors, playwrights, scenographers who have left their mark on important phases and transformations in the dialectics of the theatrical phenomenon, from Aristotle, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Racine, Boileau, Diderot, and Lessing, to Kantor, Strehler, Wilson, Șerban, or Penciulescu. The authors note that until the second half of the 19 th century, i.e. until the emergence of the directing function, most texts relate rather to dramatic literature than to performance elements -acting, sets, costume, lighting etc. -while, from that moment onwards, the weight of the theatrical aesthetics preoccupations goes to the latter, where one will add an aesthetics of performance coordination, of stage directing coordination. 2 Noticing the internal dialectics of theatre in the functionality of its constituents, George Banu sees the dynamic essence of the performance, without excluding the existence of referential terms that structure its 1 Michaela Tonitza-Iordache, George Banu, Arta teatrului. Studii teoretice și antologie de texte, Romanian Encyclopedic Publishing House, Bucharest, 1975; Part II: "În căutarea specificului teatral", pp. 191-334. 2 "This theoretical presentation of theatre aesthetics from the end of the 19 th century and from the 20 th century is exclusively dedicated to the performance, because the analysis, as brief as it may be, of drama literature claimed an extension that would have exceeded the proportions allowed in the economy of the volume. This option can also be explained by the current importance of theoretical thinking on the performance, which is a well-known particularity of contemporary theatre. Also, in the context of our culture, the references and comments about dramaturgy in this century outnumber by far those dealing with the itineraries of the performance. And the emergence of stage direction and the directing function, in the beginning of the period we are covering, permanently includes the dramatic text in a unitary artistic complex, i.e. the performance, and considers it a component part of the theatre act -sometimes as a decisive factor, other times as a subordinate factor." -Idem, p. 191 (our translation).
manifestations as a whole. The author calls them "means of communication which imposed themselves at the time" that start from a unitary sense given to the theatrical act. This sense is, according to George Banu, affiliated to certain aesthetics, in the outline of which there are historical determinations that are either specific to theatre, or coming from the particularities of each personality.
In the critic's opinion, the following determinations, specific to theatre, are conveyed in this volume: the authority of traditional arts, the persistence of the classical ideal, the visual character, conventionality, the sensorial dimension, spontaneity, improvisation, politics, the director's position, the democratization of creation, the performance as demonstrative attitude, the direction, the actor's mutations, the audience as theatre's last reason for being.
George Banu identifies, for the end of the 19 th century, an authority of traditional arts, literature, music, and painting, and, together with the first manifestations of theatre directing, a first attempt to acknowledge theatre as a specific art: "The emergence of self-conscious theatre directing must be recognized in the work of Duke Georg II and Ludwig II, König of Bavaria in Meiningen, with those extravagant artistic and architectural projects. Antoine, the symbolists, Stanislavski, Craig come after this initiative; the speed at which this new theatre function occurs proves its much-needed character for the performance at the end of the 19 th century. The uncertainty of these beginnings explains the first attempts at solving this project by subordinating theatre to alien aesthetics, related to other art forms."
Initially subordinated to other arts, theatre started shyly to find its specificity. The modern and contemporary performance would later on be acknowledged as having a specific aesthetics.
In an attempt to find the identity of theatre performance, Banu speaks about the persistence of the classical ideal, designating Adolphe Appia and Edward Gordon Craig as the first to try to reveal the specificity of the performance, although he sees their confinement to the classical rigour of the unique creator and the completed work which subjects theatre to restrictive rules: "This is the moment when a general (not specific, as before) aesthetics of painting or literature infiltrates in a dominant manner."
4 Appia and Craig give absolute authority to the author-director-actor triad, elements out of which one must eliminate accidents and surprises, to not get out of the artistic domain. The director can substitute the author through his/her vision; the word is no longer a priority, but the image is, and the actor can be, in Craig's case, a potential threat to theatre as an art form. He therefore recommends replacing actors with "über-marionettes" 5 , those "sacred idols in slow spins". George Banu rightly believes, with the recognition of image supremacy over the word, that theoreticians' and great directors' successive analyses will follow an aesthetics of deciphering the particular features of theatre performance, while the attention given to the visual dimension and the director will be the first defining attributes of the modern spectacle.
Another "means of aesthetic communication" is, in Banu's opinion, conventionality, observable even in Antoine's naturalist period, which emphasizes the environment's determinist powers over the characters, as the stage is thought of as the avatar of life itself, its mirror image. Stanislavski wants the actor, and the performance in general, to produce the illusion of reality, because the actor builds his/her role from the character's biography, aiming to merge with life itself.
"Nothing must betray the artist; the scene is but the mere room which had its fourth wall removed without the actors' knowledge." 6 Undoubtedly, the naturalist performance is also based on a convention, because between artistic 4 Idem, p. 195 (our translation). 5 "The actor will disappear. In his/her place, we will see a lifeless character who will bear the name of 'uber-marionette', if you want, until it conquers a more glorious name [...] , it is the descendent of the old stone idols in temples, it is the degenerate image of a god. A children's friend, it knows how to choose and attract its disciples nevertheless." -Edward Gordon Craig, Despre Arta Teatrului, Fundația Culturală "Camil Petrescu" and "Teatrul azi" magazine, Bucharest, 2012. To which we might add another quote by Gordon Craig, an excerpt from Anatole France, "Les Marionnettes de M. Signoret", published in La Vie littéraire (deuxième série), Paris, Calmann-Lévy, 1918, p. 148 : "To be honest all the way, it seems to me that actors ruin the performance. I mean the good actors. I would somehow tolerate the others. But the excellent actors, like the ones from La Comédie Française, I cannot stand them at all! Their talent is too imposing, it overwhelms everything! Beyond them there is nothing else." 6 Michaela Tonitza Iordache, George Banu, Arta teatrului, ed. cit., p. 196 (our translation).
and theatrical there is a mediating relationship -they can be mistaken only in their appearance, not in their essence. The performance is a collection of arbitrary signs, notes Banu, provided that the actor does not fall into psychodrama. These signs are the choices of their creators, not the characters' manifestations. Theatre communication is done only according to this convention, which, although disguised, is co-substantial to the performance. The theatrical act is not to be confused with reality, as it only exists onstage, and the task of the actor and the director is to express a new form, which is conventional and supported by their common work. The essence of theatre states that the actor becomes the first point of interest. However, because of his/her carefulness to the behaviour imposed by the text on the character, the naturalist actor largely neglects the nuances of corporal expressiveness that he/she can re-create him-/herself, as the mimetic tasks take the place of flexibility. George Banu remarks the inconvenience of this fact, namely that naturalist theatre replaces life with a game, but that this was a historic manifestation of the theatre performance.
Symbolists like Meyerhold, Jacques Rouche, Lugné Pöe, Tairov or Vahtangov strongly oppose this conventional perspective on performing arts as a phenomenon different from life, since theatre is about interpretation, not imitation. They appeal to image, understood as a totally new theatrical material, thus freeing theatre of the demands of everyday verisimilitude, of its conventionality, giving priority to the aesthetics of suggestion, movement and chromatics. For the symbolists, theatre becomes art through the use of image, which guarantees the revelation of its specific essence. A theatrical image can be achieved by removing the dramatic text that subordinated the performance for a long time and denaturalized it. "To artists and theatre aestheticians, the popular and the oriental performances are a symbol of theatre because they place the actor at the centre of the act, and the image is supported by the manifestations of his/her body under a specific conventional thinking. The combination of techniques belonging to fair-like theatre, circus, Indian or Japanese theatre, understood as formulations of a pure theatrical language, becomes the main solution adopted. We are now witnessing the equivalence of the essence of performance to the conventionality achieved by the actor. This type of conventional thinking is initially claimed as a territory for the manifestation of the theatrical image, free from the imitation imperative it triggers later on, via two great theorists -Brecht and Artaud -, namely the ideological effectiveness or the metaphysical trance. It will never again be exclusively reduced to affirming the specific." 7 Symbolists do not convey a communication manner, but formulate a fair polemical attitude, without yet revealing the solution inspired from the reality of the stage; it thus transforms theatre, according to critic George Banu, into a satellite of foreign aesthetics. Symbolism does not propose a theatre programme based on the actor's interpretation -key term of theatre; the incorporated innovations become external in this way. "None of the means of communication fully exhausts the reality of the theatrical act, but they respond more precisely to the demands of a certain moment in time, when the rest only temporarily go to the background." 8 After naturalistic abundance and vague symbolism, there comes the reconsideration of the form. George Banu gives Craig's example, who conveys the "architectural order" in his text, that of Meyerhold, who attaches great importance to the principle of composition, and Tairov, who looks at the play's rhythm and sonority as an organized system.
In Reforms of Theatre in the Century of Renewal, one must remark the ability of George Banu's parallel analyses, the historical perspective of the trends about the aesthetics of theatre, the study of methods and solutions and the conclusion that there is a perpetual dialectic movement, with changes in the particular expressions. The critic follows the succession in the instability of different theatre poetics, noticing that any of their comebacks may be possible at any time.
The sensorial and spontaneous characters of the performance are given, according to George Banu, by the actor's presence, a significant element of visuality that activates the audience to participate in the act occurring in their intimacy. These are key elements that separate theatre from cinema and television. Only in the theatre hall, during the performance, is the audience in contact with human matter, not with a hybrid of it (or a puppet). To be identified more precisely, the theatre performance needs to discover what it no longer is in the modern era, in order to continue its journey. Theoretical studies have shown that theatre is not an art in and of itself, but through sensory emotions: theatre "is conceived as an authentic possession of the being, genuine and autonomous revelation."
9
In modern times, cinema and television have imposed a review of performance aesthetics, where Banu reveals a greater freedom of continuous transformation, as opposed to mechanical recordings where everything is determined rigorously, where there may be replays, beautification on the montage table and where, fatally, the replay repeats the original form without any exception. On the other hand, the new theatre aesthetics is an open performance, different each time, be it in the hall, or out in the open, and taking the audience as its witness, which invariably transforms the actors every time in order to enable them to perform: "what was detestable for Craig -notes Banu -that instability of the performance and the interpretation, is recognized today as its defining feature." 10 As one effect of the sensorial and spontaneous characters, improvisation becomes theatre's answer in its search for performing particularity. George Banu recognizes the act of scenic creation as a product of the group, where it includes spectators as participants. The performance is a free art form, not subject to complete fixation. Banu quotes Martin Esslin who speaks of "real theatre", where "not only every spectator must collaborate to create his/her own performance, but every community of viewers, every member of the public must collaborate by the choices they make during the actors' performance; an open form that produces a unique experience, spontaneously differentiated from one spectator to another, from one representation to another; in an age of mechanized mass-media, this is the feature that clearly distinguishes true theatre from competing forms of entertainment."
11
Theatre critic George Banu affirms, following-up on the Hungarian theorist's idea, that improvisation is an aspect of the need for spontaneity and openness, an element of the mechanism of the era's modernity in drama. He gives the example of American theatre, which cultivates an aesthetics rooted in the principle of freedom, acknowledging change as essential. The performance is not a story told in the past tense, but an art created in the present, in the open, spontaneously, and perceived with one's senses.
When George Banu includes politics as a means of communication in theatre dialectics, he acknowledges the correlation between theatre convention and Marxist ideology, the ideological platform of the totalitarian and communist state, "... the performance becoming a way of examining the world from a view that is keen on changing it. Turning theatre into a tool of political struggle causes radical changes at all levels: from theme and interpretation to performance space and reception. Theatre is nowadays a revolutionary activity, equivalent to a concrete act that allows the activation of the audience through the correct perception of society in order to transform it."
12 The Romanian-born French theorist recognizes the positioning of the artistic act in relation to its effective resonance, thus identifying a committed theatre which transcends the territory of art. However, Banu believes that politics is a field that is foreign to the theatre, a way of communicating triggered by the revolutionary movement of the '20s and orderly programmed by Piscator's theatre, and later by Brecht's.
The director's position in the theatre act is a primary factor in the aesthetics of the performance, a consubstantial given fact of theatre. Although there was a kind of directing ever since the theatre play emerged, without a clear delimitation of the field and its usefulness, the term would only gain consistency in the 19 th century. George Banu identifies two opinions regarding the presence of the director and his/her function: the régisseur and the metteur en scène -a distinction which is not visible in translation. Le régisseur was used before the 19 th century, referring to a master chief who had only organisational functions; metteur en scène, a creation of the 19 th century, gradually becomes an initiator of a new art expression in theatre. It was not until the mid-19 th century that André Veinstein corroborates the two functions held successively by régisseur and metteur en scène, revealing their unitary element according to which "any collective act requires an organiser."
13 He is recognized in turn as Wizard and Priest, the main actor in the Japanese tradition or that of the Commedia dell'arte, and the Middle Ages assign him/her many names -le conduiseur, or le meneur du jeu -all of them referring to the person responsible for preparing the performance. Banu also rightly considered that organisational matters precede, therefore, the predominantly artistic justification of today's director.
Abandoning the historical perspective of directing, George Banu further relates to the aesthetics of theatre seen from the perspective of practitioners, i.e. creators of theatre. They consider directing to be a new feature, the first that comes between the text and the staged performance. The present-day director expands his/her significance, becoming an artist who commits to a personal contribution in staging the performance, from the initial project until the curtain rises. "The director appears as an intermediary between the literary work and the performance. The organisational duties persist, but at the same time, he/she takes on obligations regarding the artistic achievement of the performance. Mediation -as directing operation -cannot be exclusively linked to the beginning; it still persists today in many cases. It is obvious, however, that, in a hypothetical value hierarchy of directing manners, mediation has an inferior position. The director has a minimal creative intervention here. The performance is not an independent art subordinated to the written word. Functionality prevails. Vision is secondary."
14
After the emergence of theatre staging, George Banu remarks two dichotomical trends: on the one hand, there is the progressive establishment of a certain type of authority of the director over the author, in some cases even a severe "dictatorship", and on the other, there is a questioning of this situation.
The transition from the supremacy of writing, that of the author, to the rule of the director, that of the stage, caused serious consequences, the text being viewed as alienated from its essence, which was meant to have a visuality-determining function, no longer just a verbal nature. The "dictatorship" of the director accepts, in this situation, a classic conviction of the thinking that precedes expression, which is only about putting things in practice. Imposing directing has consequences in terms of aesthetic vision on the performance and can be followed by studying the relations within the creative process, such as between the director, literature, and actors. "The directors of the post-Stanislavski Russian school, as Ibering or Piscator, are its extreme expressions during the interwar period. (Copeau and 'the Cartel' adopt a middle way, between mediation and dictatorship). The director permeates all domains, and the performance becomes the expression of a single point of view. In cinema this view corresponds to the a priori iron scenario theorized by Pudovkin, where all creation factors comply with the initial details of the director. Here we have not only the idea of a single author, but also the message formulated before the development of the literary work. The director gets an idea about the text before working with the scenographer, before the rehearsals, and the human material is not granted any deviation from the planned project. Creation only materializes a conception developed previously to its achievement. "
15
Before clearly contesting the dictatorship of stage directing, George Banu sees a transitional moment "of maximum fertility."
16 Roger Planchon, Peter Brook and Otomar Krejka begin to distance themselves from this dictatorship -an aspect to be subsequently exploited. They say the nature of theatrical effort is twofold: on the one hand, it is collective and communityoriented, and on the other it is individual and conflicting, for there is no such thing as a pure theatrical act -there is only a collective or an individual act.
They try to respect the balance that tends to become the most fruitful one for contemporary theatre. For example, Peter Brook is "a guide through the darkness" 17 who does not know a priori how to solve this situation before starting to work. He has no keys, no certainties, but relies only on the whole team behind him when the artistic process begins. Banu even suggests that, beginning with them, the interpretation of the play is simultaneous to the creative process. "In the total darkness of the play, the director listens to voices and marks signs, reads traces erased a long time ago, avoids the traps, engaging the entire team on this expedition."
18 French director, actor and playwright Roger Planchon reflects on the modern and contemporary aesthetics, declaring himself a supporter of a performance with multiple meanings, one of which being the audience's possibility to choose, just like in a play with multiple or uncertain endings. He believes theatre is a collective art, therefore the director's dictatorship becomes a contradiction and his/her self-proclaimed powers must be withdrawn. Czech director and actor Otomar Krejka also shares this belief. He condemns the autocratic character of any function in theatre as collective art, since none of the component parts can be considered the leader. A similar approach could be noticed in several theatre companies in the States, including the Living Theater in New York, the oldest experimental theatre company in America, founded in 1947.
Banu notices that theatre continues to belong to the domain of art, while creating parallel worlds to reality itself. In theatre, improvisation does not contradict anything that is random; it actually allows it to express freely. In this way, the theatre play claims its movement and nothing is fixed anymore. One example is Living Theater's Mysteries and Smaller Pieces, where chance is the organising principle, as when the play is performed again, it is always different, never the same as the previous performance. The performance is mobile, like life itself, with an internal metaphysics that is true to its own dynamics and indifferent to the social aspect. The critic highlights this aesthetic choice, arguing that the phenomenon leads to ideological confusions and the lack of a rational thinking system, "a result of not integrating theatre, as a specific form of knowledge and education, into the philosophical area of dialectical and historical materialism, without which the hazard, the inaccurate and the lack of finality cannot be avoided, not even at the level of a specific artistic language -in our case, theatre language. When there is an active ideological adherence, creativity enhances and the performance becomes this visible manifestation of the beliefs that animate the group [...] . Theatre becomes the expression of a way of life when it is engaged, and, even if it does this in a confusing and unilateral manner, it is anyway a positive act because it is symptomatic."
19 In other words, George Banu places the aesthetics emanating from the Living Theater and the American underground theatre in the "art for art" category, but, as compensation, recognizes the collective's role in the performing art, thinking that the ideal of the group as a unit proliferated, restricting the director's dictatorship once and for all. The road from authority to democracy, from individual to community is the shift from a director revisiting a text to collective creation. This phenomenon emerged from the understanding of art as a social instrument.
Classical theatre and the restoration of theatricality is another "means of communication", which Banu considers important when defining the poetical aesthetics throughout theatre history. Restoration refers primarily to reconsidering one's attitude towards the local colour and local environment in theatre. Naturalists and symbolists were the ones who repaired the negligence of previous aesthetics through the activity of Meiningen's theatre and that of Antoine, then through the symbolist reaction that treated the literary text only as a provocative sign of correspondences in empty spaces, with specific symbolist fragrances and religious incantations. The stage, designed only from the point of view of the text, is completed with matter that is capable to render a piece of life authentically visible. The naturalistic aesthetics emerged from the abundance of stage matter that fills insignificant empty spaces, while symbolism cultivates an aesthetics of vagueness, with suggestive corresponding forms, like Baudelaire's verse, "Perfumes and sounds and colors correspond." After them, as stated earlier, there is an attempt to recover the forms, such as the principle of composition (Meyerhold), rhythm and sonority (Tairov) or the architecture order (Craig), due to which the pieces appear as organised systems, decipherable during the performance. This means of communication will be the key principle of the aesthetics that Copeau and "the Cartel" will turn into a tradition in French culture.
Concerning the restoration of the original versions of text representation, Banu notes that the stage directing does not copy medieval aesthetics like in Gustave Cohen's performances, but "applies the first, unaltered treatment to the text, where the originating idea of theatricality lays." 20 The critic gives some examples in this respect: Meyerhold, with Don Juan, who, in order to fully preserve the local colour and time, conceived the entire performance at the French court; Vahtangov, with Princess Turandot, Venetian playwright Carlo Gozzi's play from 1762, where he integrated popular techniques of a fantasy reality -a performance with plenty of colour and movement, fancy costumes that combine stylish clothes, evening garments with paper turbans or elements from other materials, improvisation, characters and situations taken from the Commedia dell'arte; William Poel who, through performances with no landscapes and modern scenography, comes closer to the theatre conditions of Shakespeare's time; Giorgio Strehler who, inspired by Commedia dell'arte performances, makes an in-depth historical research, trying to reach the original spirit of the play. Banu believes this return to sources eliminates the stage's property of redundancy, and that coming back to the first expression creates the premise to restore the idea of original theatricality. We see clarifying relations between texts and history, the era that created them according to specific theatrical aesthetics, as a product of time. "The text and the performance enter their initial organic relationship again. The idea of history of performance as one of its own improvement is no longer accepted and historical theatre modes are understood as coherent expressions of an era. [...] The historical theatre techniques are producing other meanings today than during their time. However, such performances rethink, first of all, the visual writing, the play's exam as a singular universe that remains secondary." 21 George Banu concludes, at the end of this "means of communication", that there are different versions and methods for the aesthetic reconsideration of the classic text, with a purpose to restore a certain type of original theatricality. These elements were also noticed in Meyerhold's case (in Orpheus, where the director reconstructs the image of antiquity from the perspective of the 18 th century), and in Evreinov's (playwright and director who believed that theatre is not necessarily the expression of a conscious aesthetic feeling, but rather the revelation of the transfiguration instinct that evolves from animal, even vegetable, to human), Drizen (who starts from original texts and organizes medieval-like performances), or Jean-Louis Barrault (who sees Orestia as a black celebration with exotic rituals).
Banu believes the actor is the vivid part of the visuality of a performance, a reason why he integrates him/her into the paradigm of all existing aesthetics. But not randomly. By moving from character to situation, George Banu understands that an actor's task in "literary" theatre, from French classicism onwards, is to interpret a character. The actor was the one who composed the physical image of the character proposed by the literary text, thus making it possible, in time, for clichés to appear, which were meant to represent human types, following already existing models according to moralist La Bruyère. Banu sanctioned this phenomenon, considering that it contradicts the organic individualization of the interpretation. He notices how Stanislavski reviews the actor's art, above all pointing at the cliché, which is unable to produce the sensation of life on stage. According to Stanislavski, drama and performing arts are changing; there is naturalistic theatre, then realist-psychological theatre, and the Chekhovian theatre that can no longer support any general interpretation. Transformations, changes also trigger mutations of the game, therefore new aesthetic approaches. Stanislavski, for instance, changes the relation between the part and the actor, who ceases to represent two distinct realities. Stanislavski particularizes things through authentic human reactions coming from inside the actor put in the position to perform freely, without the support of already developed methods.
Banu deems Stanislavski's An Actor's Work as "the most complete and substantiated of all aesthetics of the play". The book describes steps, techniques, methods of developing the performance, combined with the interpreter's own behaviours on stage. In order to prevent the interpretation from becoming impersonal and conventional, the actor must consciously stimulate the subconsciousness, which is educated by repetition -impossible to obtain by accident. "For this, Stanislavski suggests the psycho-technique, in which the main role is held by physical actions that can subconsciously contribute to the creative act. The task of the Stanislavskian actor is to embody a character that retains all the normal and natural attributes of reality. The details in the subconsciousness are further on processed by directors to get a true picture of life."
22 With no sign of condescendence, expressionism totally rejects the naturalistic character and psychology, paving the way to spirituality. The individual character becomes uninteresting and the actor must interpret generalities, ideas or emotions that convey essential reactions of the human condition. Banu believes German director Paul Kornfeld is an example of expressionist theatre aesthetics, who considers that naturalism cannot highlight the spiritual dimension of men, and, like Meyerhold, calls for arguments related to theatricality, such as dissimulating the convention. Later on, Brecht systematically changes the relations between the character and the actor, rejecting the illusion of the truth performed on stage. He suggests that the illusion be exposed in favour of an examination of history and society with theatrical means. The performer should explain, through the character, the interference of people's events into the social reality, not into the reality of man as an individual. Thus, the actor participates to a very small extent to creation as a historical individual. "To perform begets the meaning of being able to manifest like a historical man."
Another attack on character and psychology is detected by George Banu in Antonin Artaud, but from another perspective: the French director places the actor in the centre of drama, without making him/her hide behind the character. The actor will be a sensory explosion (using musical instruments as part of the setting, avoiding modern costumes, using the games of lights, suppressing the stage and the barriers between the actor and the spectator), and the whole theatre would be the expression of a language of the first forms of manifestation of the life undisturbed by history, by civilization. If until then the Western theatre had been dominated by a tyranny of the word, focusing on verbal language, Artaud proposed an entire array of means of expression that combined mimicry, mime, gestures and even cries. The actor gives up on the mechanical learning of the part and is able to give back to language its power and almost incantatory character. Directors Jerzy Grotowski and Joseph Chaikin continue Artaud's aesthetics, according to which the actor almost completely sacrifices his/her character to the situation. He/she does not compose the image of a character, but engages physically, with his/ her entire personality into action-based situations. None of them agree the performer can be confused with the character, the game being a projection of the actor's inside, who engages him-/herself without the mask of a stranger's personality.
Banu concludes on this means of communication: "In relation to literature, the actor was, therefore, presented with different tasks: from character to process and situation. They do not exclude one another. Their coexistence in the context of the same historical moment is possible, but a choice must -anyway -be made because outside it everything becomes contradictory." 24 The historical moment of the year 1900 (the International Exhibition in Paris) corresponds to the first manifestations of Japanese theatre in Europe, when actors Saddam Taco and Kawakami are celebrated. In Theatre Reforms in the Century of Renewal, George Banu says that Japanese theatre penetrates the old continent and influences the naturalist and symbolist aesthetics, while numerous directors of the time refer to it as a landmark. It is Meyerhold's case, influenced by Ichikawa Sadonji.
The revelation of Japanese theatre, whether it is Kabuki or Noh, appears to everybody as a support of the obsessive attempts to abandon naturalism. This explains Craig's enthusiasm for this art whose power of abstraction must be developed in Europe. Japanese solutions seem to be one's chance to leave reality behind and have a dialogue with the past or with long gone souls. In Noh theatre, a character's conversation is with the spirit of a hero who answers the calls of the waki ("the man in the corner") and remembers his adventures, "a slow copy in the eternity of a defunct passion." 25 A Noh performance begins near the stage when one hears the voices of actors/performers who warm up, practice their songs or text fragments. Supervisors (kôken) arrange the props directly on stage, behind the actors, costumes are adjusted or replaced under the audience's eyes. George Banu sums up the description of this type of performance based on multiple conventions: "Almost all accessories are represented with an equal coefficient of conventionality and readability. The masks that are used emphasize the opacity to the illusion or naturalism of this means of expression."
26
In European theatre, where theatre aesthetics obeyed the rules of reason, such a work (play) could not yet be imagined; the audience knew the hero was dead, that destiny was sealed. European theatre at the beginning of the century revealed an aesthetics dictated by the uncertainty that does not contradict the journey between life and death, as both met in the generous spaces of shadows, of ghostly silhouettes.
In order to delineate himself from the Stanislavskian naturalist ideal, Meyerhold borrows suggestions from the Japanese theatre. After the antinaturalist attitude, during the revolutionary period, he uses methods such as the "avant-game" (pantomime before the actor starts playing), through which meanings reveal to him/her, or the "reverse game" (interruption of the performance, highlighting the position towards the events). But the most 25 Paul Claudel, Mes idées sur le théâtre, Paris, Ed. Gallimard, 1966, p. 82 (our translation) . 26 George Banu, Reformele teatrului în secolul reînnoirii, ed. cit., p. 107 (our translation). important contribution of Japanese theatre, for Meyerhold, was about stage solutions and the actor's technique. George Banu discovers the way Meyerhold's performer studies Japanese techniques to develop signs that work only by recognizing convention as the specific regime of theatrical communication, then conveys clear (but untranslatable) messages through verbal communication that makes use of this kind of signs.
Like Meyerhold, antinaturalist Artaud notes in his turn the freedom from word he saw in Japanese theatre, which renders any possibilities of interpretation valid. The stage language is not only that of the spoken words, but a "new physical language based on signs" 27 , which fascinates through the tension between the geometric severity of the expression and nonverbal moods, manifested under almost mathematically rigorous conditions. Banu considers that Balinese theatre puts Artaud in contact with a physical language developed previously to spoken words. This is how the critic motivates the avalanche of nonverbal codes, as Asian theatre does not like the monotony of language. Here, theatre is the recipient of a language that transcends the purpose of communication through words. An Asian performance is as clear as an equation. "This manifestation of a specific language, Artaud repeats insistently, does not necessarily mean something unequivocal; he did not accept the opinion that moves are a vague translation of gestures. Through actors' bodies with 'golden nails and sapphire eyes', as one poet wrote after an oriental dream, the untranslatable message dictated by 'superior intelligence' is flowing. Accuracy excludes subjectivity. 'Everything about them is adjusted, impersonal, no eye movement that does not seem to belong to a kind of reflected mathematics that governs everything and goes through everything'." Banu is full of admiration for Antonin Artaud's fundamental sentence owed to the East: "The field of theatre is not psychological, but plastic and physical." 
